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Dissipative Kerr solitons have recently been generated in optical microresonators, enabling ul-
trashort optical pulses at microwave repetition rates, that constitute coherent and numerically
predictable Kerr frequency combs. However, the seeding and excitation of the temporal solitons
is associated with changes in the intracavity power, that can lead to large thermal resonance shifts
during the excitation process and render the soliton states in most commonly used resonator plat-
forms short lived. Here we describe a “power kicking” method to overcome this instability by
modulating the power of the pump laser. A fast modulation triggers the soliton formation, while
a slow adjustment of the power compensates the thermal effect during the excitation laser scan.
With this method also initially very short-lived (O ∼ 100ns) soliton states , as encountered in Si3N4
integrated photonic microresonators, can be brought into a steady state in contrast to techniques
reported earlier which relied on an adjustment of the laser scan speed only. Once the soliton state
is in a steady state it can persist for hours and is thermally self-locked.
Optical frequency combs provide a set of equidistant
laser lines in the optical domain [1, 2] and have revo-
lutionized time keeping, frequency metrology, as well as
spectroscopy in the last decade. [3]. Discovered in 2007,
Kerr frequency combs [4, 5] allow for the generation of
optical frequency combs from a single continuous wave
(CW) pump laser via the Kerr nonlinearity inside a mi-
croresonator. Such Kerr combs offer access to repeti-
tion rates in the microwave domain, broadband spectra
and chipscale integration, and have been employed in a
growing number of applications including terabit com-
munication [6] or optical atomic clocks [7]. Recently a
new operating regime has been observed in crystalline
microresonators [8] in which Kerr frequency combs give
rise to the spontaneous formation of dissipative tempo-
ral solitons [9–11]. Dissipative Kerr solitons (DKS) rep-
resent a pulsed waveform which maintains its shape in-
definitely due to a double balance of the dispersion and
the nonlinearity as well as the losses and the nonlinear
parametric gain inside the microresonator [9, 10]. The
resulting stable waveform gives rise to a fully coherent
optical frequency comb and mitigates the noise processes
which have been shown to result in excess phase noise for
earlier broadband Kerr frequency combs [12, 13]. For this
reason bright DKS are the preferred operating regime for
the generation of Kerr frequency combs and have been
demonstrated in a variety of microresonator platforms,
such as crystalline microresonators [8, 14], silica disk mi-
croresonators [15] and silicon nitride integrated microres-
onators [16–18]. However, due to thermal effects inside
the microresonator related to the strong pump laser it
can be challenging to bring the soliton states in a steady
state. Here we describe a method to overcome this prob-
lem also for very short-lived soliton states by modulating
the pump power in order to obtain the soliton state at a
precise point in time and to bring them to a steady state.
The technique described here has been developed for soli-
ton states in integrated microresonators made from sil-
icon nitride [19, 20] and has been first used in [16] for
soliton generation in Si3N4 microresonators but has also
been adapted for silica disk microresonators [15, 21].
DKS states in microresonators are typically accessed
from the unstable modulation instability (uMI) regime
by scanning the pump laser frequency from higher to
lower frequencies over a resonance of the microresonator
[8] (Fig. 1a,b). Because of nonlinear optical and thermal
effects of the strong pump laser the resonance is pulled
along with the laser and the lineshape of the resonance
then takes a triangular shape instead of the otherwise
typical Lorentzian one [22] (Fig.1d). The end of the
thermal triangle is marked by the point where the non-
linear shift is maximum which occurs when the pump
laser reaches the zero-detuning point with respect to the
shifted resonance. At this point the pump laser looses
the resonance and the transmission transitions back to its
value far detuned from the resonance, on the timescale
of the thermal effect. The converted light, i.e. the light
that is converted from the pump to new frequencies via
the Kerr nonlinearity inside the microresonator, shows
the inverse behavior once the threshold power is reached
(at around –0.6ms in Fig.1e). These sharp transitions
of the thermal triangles at the zero-detuning point coin-
cide with the transition from the uMI state to the soli-
ton state [8] (Fig. 1b). One sign of the existence of
DKS states inside microresonators are step patterns that
can be observed when scanning the pump laser past this
sharp transition [8] (Fig.1f and g for examples from sil-
icon nitride waveguide microresonators). For the dura-
tion of these steps the Kerr frequency comb is brought
into a soliton state. For consecutive laser scans the ex-
act step pattern typically varies as the transitions from
states with higher number of solitons to a lower number
of solitons that result in the individual steps occur at
different times.
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FIG. 1. Soliton step observation in Si3N4 microres-
onators. (a) Setup used to observe soliton steps. A
narrow-bandwidth filter (NF) is implemented to filter out the
strong pump light. ECDL: external cavity laser diode; EDFA:
erbium-doped fiber amplifier; FPC: fiber polarization control.
(b) Schematic of the intracavity power during a laser scan over
a resonance. Tuning a cw laser into a resonance produces first
the unstable modulation instability (uMI) before reaching the
soliton regime. Each step represents a different number of
solitons propagating in the cavity. (MS: multi-soliton, SS:
single soliton) (c) Optical spectrum of a four-soliton state,
repetition rate is 190GHz. (d) The thermal triangle trans-
mission profile that is typical for a scan of a strong pump laser
over a microresonator resonance from higher to lower frequen-
cies. The shape is caused by optical and thermal nonlineari-
ties. The triangle flattens out once the parametric threshold
is reached (dashed vertical line). (e) The converted light is
the light that is converted from the pump laser to the fre-
quency comb by the Kerr nonlinearity. The pump laser is
suppressed with a narrow-bandwidth filter (shown in a). The
soliton steps occur at the sharp trailing edge of the converted
light trace when the state inside the microresonator changes
from the uMI to the soliton state. (f) For this sample the
soliton steps have a duration of the order of O(0.1)ms and
the step duration changes as the pump laser scan speed is
changed from 300GHz/s to 3THz/s. (g) For another sample
the steps are only around 0.1µs long and although the scan
speed is changed by three orders of magnitude from 3GHz/s
to 3THz/s, the step pattern remains very similar. All traces
are from integrated silicon nitride microresonators: sample
A is fabricated with the photonic Damascene Process [23]
(nominal cross-section 0.85x1.5µm) and B with the subtrac-
tive process [16] (nominal cross-section 0.8x1.77µm).
For most resonators the soliton states within these
steps are not stable such that they will not persist when
the pump laser scan is simply stopped within the steps,
or the steps are so short in duration that stopping the
laser scan within the steps is technically challenging. The
reason for this is the thermal effect, caused by resid-
ual absorption of the pump light in the microresonator
[22, 24, 25]. In the uMI state, the intracavity power is
typically substantially higher than in the soliton state,
which can be seen for example in Fig.1f in the large first
step occurring at time 0ms. This designates the transi-
tion from the uMI state to the first multiple soliton state.
The change in the coupled resonator power consequently
leads to a larger thermal shift of the resonance for the
uMI state than in the steady state soliton state. If the
pump laser scan is stopped within the soliton step just
after the transition from the uMI state, the substantially
lower intracavity power in the soliton state leads to a
cooling of the resonance with a resulting smaller thermal
shift during the forward laser scan. If the cavity cools
an amount that is appreciable in magnitude compared
to the detuning range over which the soliton state can
be maintained (the so called soliton existence range [26])
the cooling of the resonator can lead to an extinction of
the solitons inside the cavity. Therefore it is necessary to
compensate this difference in thermal shifts.
The difference in the impact of the magnitude of the
thermal effect is experimentally shown in Fig.1f and g
for Si3N4 microresonator of similar dimensions (and thus
practically identical thermal time constant), but with
different amount of thermal absorption that may be re-
lated to the two different fabrication processes. While
for the sample A in Fig.1f the soliton steps change in du-
ration when the laser scan speed is changed (similar to
the case for solitons in crystalline microresonators [8]),
the step pattern (i.e. the duration) remains very simi-
lar for the case of Fig.1g (sample B). This behavior can
be explained by the different amounts of thermal heat-
ing, and thus related to the different amounts of thermal
shift that the cavity undergoes when cooling while tuning
over the soliton existence range. For a small temperature
increase, the amount of cavity cooling once transitioned
from the uMI to the soliton state in terms of absolute
frequency shift can be small compared to the soliton ex-
istence range. In this case the duration over which the
soliton state is observed in a forward scan shortens with
increasing scan speed (as the soliton existence range re-
mains unaltered for different laser scan speeds). This be-
havior is observed in sample A. In contrast, the sample
B shows a duration of the step which is independent on
the scan speed. This can be explained by noting that
a larger absorption (and therefore higher temperature
increase) will cause a larger cooling induced shift once
it has transitioned from the uMI to the soliton regime.
Once the thermal cooling shift becomes comparable to
the soliton existence range, the scan speed dependence
3will diminish, and can become independent of the scan
speed. This explanation is also in agreement with the
observation that the steps can become power dependent
and are observed to lengthen with lowering of the pump
power (which reduces the amount of frequency shift the
cavity cools during the scan through the soliton existence
range).
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FIG. 2. Setup and schematic showing the different pa-
rameters for the modulation approach. (a) Setup used
to bring the solitons to a steady state, including two modula-
tors to adjust the pump power. ECDL: external cavity diode
laser; EOM: Mach-Zehnder electro-optic amplitude modula-
tor; EDFA: erbium-doped fiber amplifier; AOM: acousto-optic
modulator; AFG: arbitrary function generator. The EOM
and the AOM allow for a modulation of the pump power on
a fast (EOM, AC-only, few nanoseconds) and slower (AOM,
DC, above 100 ns) time scale. The AFG synchronizes the laser
scan with the fast and slow pump power modulation in order
to stabilize the soliton state. (b) When the solitons steps be-
have as shown in Fig.1f, an adjusted pump laser scan (top)
can already result in stable soliton states. The pump power
increase (the “slow modulation”) can help stabilizing the soli-
ton states as shown in the middle. At the bottom right, the
“fast modulation” of the pump power is used to obtain soliton
states at a precise point in time is shown. This fast mod-
ulation is required because for very short soliton steps such
as the ones shown in Fig.1g a reliable timing of the pump
power increase to occur within the soliton steps is otherwise
not possible.
In order to bring the short-lived soliton states within
the steps to a steady state, several measures can be taken
that are described in the following. The first step is to
adjust the scan speed of the pump laser and to attempt
to stop the laser scan within the soliton steps. If the
steps behave as shown in Fig.1f, then there is a good
probability that with the right laser scan speed the ther-
mal instability can be circumvented [8]. This can happen
because for faster laser scans on a timescale of the ther-
mal effect inside the microresonator, the microresonator
does not reach thermal equilibrium during the laser scan.
As a consequence by choosing the right laser scan speed
the thermal shift within the uMI state can be limited to
an amount close to the shift within the soliton state and
therefore the transition from the uMI state into the soli-
ton state will only result in a small change of the thermal
shift which does not destabilize the soliton state. This
method was initially used to obtain steady state soliton
states in crystalline microresonators and is described in
the SI of Ref.[8] but has also successfully been imple-
mented for silicon nitride microresonators [23, 26, 27].
For the case when adjusting the laser scan speed does
not yield stable soliton states we have developed the
pump power kicking modulation technique. If the steps
are sufficiently long such that a reliable timing of a power
modulation to occur within the steps is possible, it can
help to introduce a pump power increase within the steps.
In this scheme the increase in pump power leads to a
higher absorption and therefore a stronger thermal effect.
By choosing the pump power levels well it is possible to
adjust the thermal shift of the pumped resonance within
the soliton state with higher pump power to a similar
level as for the uMI state with lower pump power. Such a
pump power modulation can be implemented for example
using an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) in the pump
path. In this configuration the laser scan and the AOM
for the slow power modulation are timed such that the
AOM lowers the pump power before the laser tunes into
the resonance and the AOM increases the pump power
within the soliton steps at the end of the thermal trian-
gle of the resonance. By how much exactly the AOM
modulates the power has to be adjusted such that the
soliton steps reach a steady state. On longer time scales
the pump power can also be adjusted with an active feed-
back loop [21].
If the soliton steps are very short as for example shown
in Fig.1g a reliable timing of a pump power increase to
occur within the steps is not possible as the exact oc-
currence time of the steps typically varies by substan-
tially more than the step duration and implementing a
feedback loop with only 100 ns delay or less is techni-
cally very challenging. Instead it is possible to obtain
the soliton steps at a known time in a reliable way using
a very fast pump power decrease which can be induced
with for example an electro-optic amplitude modulator
(EOM). This fast pump power drop can be seen as a way
to effectively induce the zero-detuning transition of the
pump laser with respect to the shifted resonance at the
time of the pump power modulation as the lower pump
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FIG. 3. Modulation sequence for the stabilization of
soliton steps. (a)The slow power modulation (clearly visible
as a drop in transmission at –8ms and an increase at 0ms) on
a larger time scale with respect to the laser scan (red) that
sweeps over the resonance from higher to lower frequencies
and stops just before 0 ms. Also shown is the converted light
(green trace) which increases once the threshold is reached.
(b) The initial timing of the fast modulation (small dip in the
transmission at 0µs) with respect to the thermal triangle and
the slow power modulation. (c) shows how the fast power
modulation induces the soliton steps if set up properly. The
fast modulation starts at 0µs and decreases the power for
around 200 ns (marked with red lines). The slow increase of
power is far away (as visible in b) and does not have any
effect here. (d) Combined effect of the fast and the slow
modulation when the slow increase is timed just after the fast
modulation. Then the fast modulation induces the soliton
steps at 0µs after which the slow increase of pump power
leads to much longer steps (visible in the green trace that
stays up for around 7µs). With further optimization these
steps become a steady state and the resulting Kerr frequency
combs can be passively stable for hours without any further
measures.
power reduces the nonlinear shifts of the resonance and
therefore also the detuning. This deterministic gener-
ation of soliton states at a particular point in time is
crucial for the successful, steady state generation of soli-
ton states with steps of only nanoseconds duration. The
setup used in [16] is shown in Fig.2a. It splits the power
modulation into a very fast, “AC-coupled” part with an
EOM before the EDFA and an AOM after the EDFA for
slightly slower but DC modulation of the power. The
optical AC-coupling of the EOM modulation is due to
the EDFA, which runs with constant output power and
acts therefore as a high-pass filter for optical power mod-
ulations. In principle the two pump power modulations
(the quick drop and the increase to stabilize the soliton)
can be implemented using the same intensity modulator
if the modulator is fast enough and can handle the full
pump power.
In what follows we describe how to dial in the dif-
ferent modulation parameters that are shown in Fig.2b
such that steady-state solitons can be obtained for this
approach with two power modulations. Initially the slow
pump power modulation is dialed in such that the pump
power is decreased before the pump laser tunes into res-
onance and the pump power is increased again to the
previous level after the end of the thermal triangle. This
can be seen in Fig. 3a in the transmission trace where
the AOM lowers the pump power at –8ms and increases
the pump power again at around 0ms.
The EOM provides the fast power modulation that
should result in soliton states at a defined point in time.
Therefore timing of the EOM is such that it lowers the
pump power further just before the AOM increases the
pump power (Fig.2b and 3b). For a start the separa-
tion between the EOM modulation and the AOM power
increase (slow modulation offset) should be significantly
longer than the observed soliton steps in order to ob-
serve only the effect of the fast modulation. Now the
thermal triangle of the resonance is moved towards the
EOM modulation by changing the offset of the laser scan.
When the end of the thermal triangle reaches the EOM
modulation, it can either move over it without any ef-
fect or it can end at the modulation. For the first case,
the EOM modulation is either not deep enough or not
long enough (as a starting point the duration should be
of the order of the duration of the steps, the modula-
tion depth has to be tested). When the thermal triangle
always ends at the modulation without any visible soli-
ton steps, the EOM modulation is too strong (either too
long or too deep or both). The desired case is in between
where the end of the triangle gets “stuck” at the EOM
modulation and where the soliton steps go over and be-
yond the EOM modulation (Fig.3c). This case should
also be stable with respect to small perturbations of the
scan offset of the laser.
Now the slow modulation offset can be reduced such
that the power increase starts within the soliton step af-
ter the EOM modulation. The increased power stabi-
lizes the soliton to a certain extent and the steps become
longer (Fig.3d) until, for the right parameters, it can be
obtained as a stable, steady state. If a very fast increase
of power with the AOM perturbs the system too much,
a lower “slow modulation speed” can give more reliable
results.
With manually triggered laser scans one can monitor
the traces on an oscilloscope, adjusting the parameters,
in particular the sweep offset, and stopping at the time
when a soliton is in a steady state. As the exact soliton
state depends on the modulation parameter, one can op-
timize the parameters to yield a particular state. When
the modulation parameters are dialed in, they usually
work quite reliable for at least this resonance.
Once a steady, stable soliton state is generated inside
the microresonator it can exist for hours given that per-
turbations from outside (mostly drifts in pump power and
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FIG. 4. Passive long term stability of steady state soli-
ton states in a silicon nitride microresonator. Fourier
transform of the optical spectra as shown in Fig. 1c cropped
to one free spectral range and shown over time. Every minute
one optical spectrum is recorded. The straight horizontal lines
show that the solitons do not move with respect to each other
over a time of more than two hours which indicates that the
soliton state is passively stable without further measures. The
changes in the color are due to a drifts in coupling of light to
and from the photonic chip with the microresonator and re-
sulting power fluctuations in the optical spectrum.
pump laser frequency) are not too large (Fig.4). Small
perturbations of the pump power and pump laser fre-
quency can even be used to fully phase-stabilize the re-
sulting Kerr frequency comb [16, 28].
In summary we have presented a novel technique to
bring soliton states in microresonators into a stable
steady state via a “power kicking” approach. This makes
the resulting pulses and coherent frequency combs usable
for experiments and applications alike. Future experi-
ments can build on these results in order to generate a
particular soliton state on-demand and in a reliable way
which is required for most out-of-the-lab applications as
they are envisioned for integrated Kerr frequency comb
sources.
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